F. No. 8-01/PMSSS-J&K/Sch. Disb/2016-17                                      Date: 28/01/2022

To,

The Director / Principal / Nodal Officer of the Institute

Subject: Release of instalment of maintenance allowance during COVID period- Academic Session 2020-21- PMSSS.

Sir / Madam,

AICTE is processing and releasing instalment of maintenance allowance to the beneficiary of PMSSS for the academic session 2020-21 strictly on the basis of the certificate uploaded by the Head of the Institute mentioning therewith the period and date from which the students stayed in the Hostel / rented accommodation in the vicinity of the college.

It has come to notice that some institutes are sending request mail to consider the revised certificate mentioning entirely different dates and period of stay in respect of the students of their institution. Such deviation from the earlier version is neither justified nor acceptable moreover it also leads to financial chaos.

However, AICTE consider that there may be some genuine cases. To deliver justice to the genuine beneficiary, it has been decided to obtain affidavit from the Head of the Institute in the prescribed format attached herein stating clearly the date and month from which the student stayed in the college hostel or in a rented accommodation in the locality of the college. It has also been decided that AICTE may conducted random inspection through its Regional Offices to ascertain the veracity of the cases.

The attached Affidavit format filled and duly notarised may please be submitted by speed post and a scanned copy of the same may please be emailed to AICTE at the earliest.

Yours faithfully,

(R.K. Ganju)
Asst. Director - PMSSS